
Streamlining the Delivery and 
Decreasing Complexity to Manage

Healthcare is one of the most competitive markets of 
innovations. Leading in time-to-market in this industry 
is crucial for the return of investments. Many R&D 
centers, startups, and university labs compete by 
finding different solutions to similar health problems. 
A delay in weeks sometimes results in the long-term 
patenting of intellectual property by another party, 
which closes the niche and makes investors decide 
between two hard choices, either closing the 
project or multiplying the fund.

We have such client — Bluetens, a healthcare device 
company co-founded by innovator Boris Dorin. They 
invented a unique electrostimulation gadget for pain 
relief. To start the ecosystem, Bluetens needed an 
app that could manage the device using a 
smartphone. Before applying to IT WatchDog, he 
turned to IT outsourcing vendor. In 2015, it helped 
to release an app, but the complexity of its further 
improvements and maintenance was immense.

The operational model demanded coordination of the server and the front-end teams located in

France and India. The coordination between two separate teams required significant resources


which are scarсe for a startup. The overall performance of the model did not satisfy the

extremely fierce market conditions which do not allow long development cycles, significant


delays in hot-fixing and bugs correction. Comparing between losses in sustaining the current

operational model and investing in code transfer to the new development team, he chose the


latter. As the risk to disturb the working business and to damage the reputation was high,

Bluetens applied for IT WatchDog consultancy.

Delegation of full-cycle product development to 
IT WatchDog reduced time-to-market and

gained full potential revenue for the client.
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How We Helped
We perfectly understand the owners and CEOs that turn for managed service. The complexity of

the current IT development project is so high that it requires a stand-alone management team and


a unique atmosphere. Most companies build their R&D units as a separate team. Thus, such an

initiative needs vast resources to optimize production and quality.

We knew that the client came to us not for outsourcing as many companies do, but for a business

solution to decrease complexity. So we made a quick audit of previous workflow and needs, then


set the new project management and quality control system.



These efforts gave their result: the maintenance of the app became a smooth process with excellent 

service for demanding customers. It was developed to the level of a marketplace. There, physiotherapists 

received an opportunity to launch their custom treatment programs.
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Stepping into the Bluetens case, we took care of 
speeding up the vendor switch. Saving on sourcing 
and on-boarding teams are our competitive features as 
we work with pre-contracted developers with a track 
record. We promptly assembled the right team and 
transferred the code and technical documentation.

Results for Our Client

The dramatic rise of the customer base 
(150K+)


